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Viral mutation and substitution: units and levels
Robert Belshaw1, Rafael Sanjuán2 and Oliver G Pybus1
Viruses evolve within a hierarchy of organisational levels, from
cells to host species. We discuss how these nested population
structures complicate the meaning and interpretation of two
apparently simple evolutionary concepts: mutation rate and
substitution rate. We discuss the units in which these
fundamental processes should be measured, and explore why,
even for the same virus, mutation and substitution can occur at
very different tempos at different biological levels. In addition,
we explore the ability of whole genome evolutionary analyses to
distinguish between natural selection and other population
genetic processes. A better understanding of the complexities
underlying the molecular evolution of viruses in natural
populations is needed before accurate predictions of viral
evolution can be made.
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Introduction
The rapid evolution and small genomes of viruses make
them ideal model systems in which to study evolution
[1,2]. However, despite their apparent simplicity, viral
populations in nature exhibit features that significantly
complicate the study of evolutionary dynamics. Although
the fundamental processes of mutation (the generation of
genetic change) and substitution (the subsequent fixation
of mutations in populations) are well described by standard population genetic theory, such models typically
consider individual, homogeneous populations. In reality,
viruses exist in a complex hierarchy of populations, from
single infected cells to global pandemics, and can exhibit
different evolutionary behaviors at each level (see
Figure 1). Here we explore how the concepts of mutation,
substitution and natural selection can be most usefully
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applied in the context of multi-level viral populations. We
hope that a greater appreciation of these issues will lead to
a more complete understanding of viral evolution.

Mutation: the problem of units
To begin, we consider a simple question with a surprisingly complex answer: how should rates of viral mutation
be measured? The genome replication mechanisms of
viruses are more varied than are those of higher organisms, leading to different possible definitions of their
mutation rate. Viruses have two basic replication modes
(Figure 2). In binary (geometric) replication, every progeny strand serves as a template for further replication
and there are therefore repeated rounds of copying per
cell infection cycle; whereas in linear (stamping machine)
replication, the parental template is repeatedly copied
but the progeny strands do not become templates until
they invade new cells, hence there is only one copying
round per cell infection cycle. The mutation rate of a virus
can therefore be expressed as ‘per round of strand copying’ or ‘per round of cell infection’ [3]. These may differ
substantially if replication is predominantly binary and
the number of progeny virions (burst size) is large.
For most purposes we suggest using ‘per round of cell
infection’. This cycle (defined as the time between
consecutive cell infection events) most closely corresponds to a viral generation within its host, enabling
viral mutation rates to be compared with those of other
organisms. As well as mutations caused by misincorporations during strand copying, this rate will include other
sources of mutation, such as host-mediated editing by
APOBECs [4] and ADARs [5], spontaneous damage of
viral nucleic acid, and host replication of viruses inserted
into the host genome. Using this definition also allows us
to distinguish conceptually the mutation rate experienced by the virus from the fidelity of its replicase. For
example, a retroviral genome can be copied by its own
reverse transcriptase or the host’s RNA and DNA polymerases, each of which exhibits different fidelities.
Furthermore, the mutation rate experienced by the
virus in vivo may differ substantially from the fidelity
of its polymerase as measured outside the cell [6], most
probably because the cellular environment determines
fidelity. For instance, retrovirus dUTPases reduce
mutation rates by preventing uracil incorporation into
DNA [7]. Copying fidelity is not necessarily the same as
the mutation rate per round of strand copying: although
proofreading can occur concurrently with strand copying
(30 exonuclease activity) it might also occur afterwards
(cellular mismatch DNA repair of DNA and retrotranscribing viruses).
www.sciencedirect.com
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A proposed hierarchy of viral populations illustrating virus genetic diversity at different biological levels. The units of replication at each level are, from
left to right, (i) viral genomic templates, (ii) infected cells, (iii) infected hosts, (iv) infected host populations. At each level, reproductive units are coloured
white or red to indicate viral genetic variation.
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An illustration of viral replication mechanisms. (a) Binary replication (left) can result in a more rapid accumulation of mutations compared to linear
replication (right). Each coloured box represents a mutation, occurring here at one per round of strand copying. Viruses often use a combination of
these two mechanisms and, where this combination is known, we have placed viruses on a continuum between fully binary and fully linear [3,49]. This
illustration shows a double-stranded (ds) DNA virus, which uses semi-conservative replication. Single-stranded (ss) DNA viruses undergo an initial
single round of strand copying to become double-stranded. (b) The replication of RNA viruses is more complicated: ssRNA viruses (ve and +ve
sense) can in theory employ either binary or linear replication. Whether dsRNA viruses employ more than two rounds of strand copying is not known.
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Furthermore, if we can measure viral mutation rates in
both units (per strand copying and per round of cell
infection) we may be able to infer the dominant mode
of replication – linear or binary – from the difference
between the two values [3]. This might help to clarify
some viral replication mechanisms, for example whether
or not the so-called late transcription of reoviruses and f6
results in more viral genomes being formed [8].

Substitution: the problem of levels
Substitution rates are most commonly reported in units of
‘substitutions per nucleotide site per year’. Although
statistical methods for estimating such rates are well
established [9], the values we obtain can differ according
to the biological and temporal level at which they are
studied.
The substitution rate of viruses that cause chronic
infections may differ when measured at the ‘within-host’
(i.e. individual infection) and ‘between-host’ (i.e. epidemiological) levels (Figure 1). For example, substitution
rates of HIV-1 tend to be both higher and more variable
when estimated within-host than between-host [10]. This
has also been noted for the envelope genes of the
hepatitis C virus (HCV) [11]. This phenomenon, possible
explanations of which are considered below, highlights
the need to clarify which biological level is being investigated in a study. Substitution rates typically vary substantially among genome regions, so the genes from
which substitution rates are derived should also be specified.
Estimated substitution rates are also time-dependent:
rates estimated from sequences whose ancestry spans a
few months or years can be hugely discrepant from those
derived from sequences that have diverged over thousands or millions of years [12]. Time-dependence is most
striking in the case of retroviruses, for which there is a
contrast between fast short-term and apparently slow
long-term substitution rates. For example, if the evolutionary history of SIVs (simian immunodeficiency
viruses) is calibrated using the 10,000 year old isolation
of one host population then we obtain a substitution rate
that is >100 times slower than that estimated by following
HIV or SIV evolution over 10 or 20 years [13]. Perhaps the
most striking example comes from the observation of
spumavirus elements in the genomes of sloths. Combined
biogeographic and genomic data suggest that these
elements are at least 40 million years old, yet they share
recognisable amino acid homology with rapidly evolving
contemporary spumaviruses [14]. Indeed, the timedependency of substitution rates appears to be a general
phenomenon observed in many organisms, and rates
estimated over short timescales always appear to be
higher [15]. We have previously proposed that selective
constraint tightly limits the region of sequence space that
can be explored by a viable, fast-changing virus, which
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therefore behaves like a ‘restless beast pacing a small
cage’ [16].

A whole genome perspective
If we suppose that mutation rates are constant across
viral genomes, then variation in substitution rates among
genome regions should signify differences in selective
pressures. For example by comparing the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous changes (dN/dS), or by comparing the relative frequency of these classes among
unfixed and fixed sites [17], many studies have shown
that viral attachment genes (whose proteins are often
targeted by antibodies) are positively selected, for
example [18–20,21]. Two factors complicate the whole
genome comparison of substitution rates. First, mutation
rates may not be uniform across the genome: HIV-1
replication errors in vitro are not randomly distributed
[22] and it is argued that the genomic distribution of
substitutions can be explained to some extent by the
frequency of mutation [23]. DNA polymerases can generate mutational hotspots if replication fidelity falls
during homopolymeric runs owing to template-primer
misalignment [24]. Second, synonymous changes are
often not neutral in RNA viruses, whose secondary structures may be functionally important [25]. For instance,
conservation of base pairing in HIV stem-loops affects
both nonsynonymous and synonymous sites [26]. Selective factors other than RNA structure also act on synonymous variation, such as codon bias [27]. This does not
preclude the detection of selection using methods such as
dN/dS, but does complicate their interpretation: they
should be considered as measures of the relative selective
pressures acting on synonymous and non-synonymous
sites, not as absolute measures of selection on the latter.
If mutation rates are constant, uniform changes in substitution rate across viral genomes should, in most cases,
signify either shifts in viral population size (such as the
genetic bottleneck at transmission), or changes in viral
generation time (defined here as the time between cell
infections). For viruses, the most extreme changes in
population size occur during transmission, when typically
only one or a few virions are successfully transmitted [28–
30]. Such bottlenecks can accelerate substitution rates at
all sites, because more nearly neutral substitutions reach
fixation when effective population sizes are small. Concerning changes in viral generation time, many viruses
persist in host cells by ceasing or slowing replication. For
example, HTLV-II replication by viral replicases ceases
shortly after transmission, hence its substitution rate is
many times slower when measured in endemically
infected Amerindians, among whom transmission is vertical, than in injecting drug users, among whom transmission via needle sharing occurs frequently [31]. Some
HIV lineages can remain as proviruses in quiescent
lymphocytes for years without replication [32], and this
may explain the high variance in substitution rate among
www.sciencedirect.com
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HIV lineages within individual infected hosts [33]. Other
viruses, such as herpes simplex virus, persist for decades
in non-permissive nerve cells. At the between-host level,
inactive viruses may persist in the environment. The
duration of environmental persistence may be long (faecal/oral or waterborne transmitted viruses) or short (those
transmitted by direct contact). All forms of inactive persistence or latency should manifest themselves as a
reduced substitution rate across all genome regions,
and are therefore distinguishable from rate variation
owing to natural selection.

Selection among viruses within a host has been widely
reported, especially for chronic infections like HIV,
whose virions differ in their ability to evade host immunity. Within-host selection may also lead to variation in
substitution rates between lineages, and there is evidence
that distinct HIV lineages in different host tissues exhibit
different substitution rates [40,41]. By contrast, there is
much less evidence for selection at the between-host
level, as indicated by the much greater concurrent circulation of HIV lineages at this scale [42] (given the
chance, all viable HIV can infect all non-CCR5D32 hosts).

Viral natural selection at different biological
levels

Each new host represents a novel environment for the
virus. This is exemplified by the reversion of immune
escape mutations in new hosts, when such mutations
carry a fitness cost in the absence of the original immune
response [43]. This could explain why within-host substitution rates are sometimes higher than corresponding
between-host rates: the fast within-host substitution rate
of the HCV envelope genes possibly reflects repeated
reversions of mutations selected for in previous hosts [11].
An alternate explanation for the observed differences in
within-host and between-host substitution rates is that
lineages within a host with a high substitution rate may
have a lower probability of being transmitted – lineages
that have undergone fewer rounds of replication (perhaps
owing to latency) will have accumulated fewer hostspecific adaptations and may therefore be more transmissible to (or more fit within) new hosts, as has been
hypothesised for HIV-1 [33].

Not only can selection act separately on different genome
regions, as discussed above, but it can also act differentially at different levels of biological organisation
(Figure 1). Each level is characterised by a different
reproductive unit (nucleic acid strand, infected cell,
infected host or infected population). If there is viral
genetic variation in reproductive success (i.e. transmission) among these units then the viral population at
that level will be selected. However, selection may act
variably at different levels, necessitating that each is
studied separately.
It is estimated that 20–40% of random single-nucleotide
mutations fully inactivate viral replication and that many
of the remainder significantly reduce viral fitness [34].
Therefore, the substitution rate (per cell infection) will
always be lower than the mutation rate. However, selection at the within-cell level can be offset by complementation, whereby a mutation that abrogates viral replication
can be propagated because replicative ability is rescued
by functional viral proteins from non-mutated genomes
(co-infecting virions, or sibling/parental genomes). Several studies have demonstrated complementation in cell
culture and in laboratory plant infections [35] but the
phenomenon can also occur at the between-host level:
complementation is thought to explain the spread and
persistence among hosts of a premature stop codon in the
dengue virus envelope protein [36]. Complementation
requires co-infection or superinfection of the same cell
with genetically different viruses, and therefore is
expected to be less frequent in viruses with low
within-host variation (those that result in acute infection
or low viraemia). In addition, specific aspects of the cell
infection cycle may preclude complementation: in poliovirus, for instance, the replicase molecule that copies a
positive-sense genome will have been translated from
that same strand (cis-acting), thus mutations knockingout this function cannot be transmitted to other cells [37].
Further studies of co-infection and superinfection are
required to better understand the significance of complementation in natural populations, but synergistic
interactions certainly seem important in some plant
viruses [38,39].
www.sciencedirect.com

In the same way that different host individuals represent
variable environments for a virus, so can different host
populations (or species). Host populations that carry epidemics that are particularly long-lived, or that have high
rates of dispersal, are more likely to be the progenitors of
new epidemics elsewhere. However, as noted above at
other levels, selection is blind and can adapt viruses to their
local environment at the cost of reduced onward transmission. It is notable, therefore, that HIV-1 has adapted
differentially to the local HLA background of different
human populations [44]. Viruses that are vector-borne
also exhibit host-specific evolution. The substitution rate
of dengue virus in cell culture differs between human and
mosquito cells [45]. Vector-borne RNA viruses tend to
have reduced substitution rates [46] compared to nonvector-borne RNA viruses, which possibly reflects stronger
negative selection on the former.

Conclusion
We hope that our discussion sheds some light on the
difficulties inherent when applying fundamental evolutionary concepts to natural viral populations. For
example, there is little evidence for a correlation between
known viral mutation and substitution rates [47]. Partly
this will reflect the paucity of available data, but variation
in viral life history might play a significant role: viruses
Current Opinion in Virology 2011, 1:430–435
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with shorter generation times, defined here as the time
between transmissions, tend to have higher substitution
rates [47,48]. We have also already mentioned the
differences between within-host and between-host substitution rates observed in some viruses. In both these
cases, we suggest that the relative roles of the underlying
causal factors, for examples latency, transmission bottlenecks or differences in selection, can begin to be separated once large sets of whole viral genomes become
available.
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